Abstract -In this paper, we suggest tree-structure-aware GP (Genetic Programming) operators that heed tree distributions in structure space and their possible structural difficulties. The main idea of the proposed GP operators is to place the generated offspring of crossover and/or mutation in a specified region of tree structure space insofar as possible by biasing the tree structures of the altered subtrees, taking into account the observation that most solutions are found in that region. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, experiments on the binomial-3 regression, multiplexor and even parity problems are performed. The results show that the results using the proposed tree-structure-aware operators are superior to the results of standard GP for all three test problems in both success rate and number of evaluations.
Introduction
GP (Genetic Programming) [1, 2] is an extension of the GA (Genetic Algorithm) [3] , using evolution to optimize actual computer programs or algorithms to solve some task, typically involving a tree-type representation. The tree representation of GP chromosomes, as compared with the string representation typically used in GA, gives GP more flexibility to encode solution representations for many realworld design and optimization applications [4] [5] [6] .
The recombination operator in GP is regarded as a main driving force for the success of a GP run. Many recombination operators have been proposed to improve its performance. These approaches include context preserving [7] , context-aware crossover [7] , GP uniform crossover [8] and, depth-dependent crossover [9] . These approaches are mainly to minimize destructive effects of standard crossover, or preserve the position of genetic material in the genotype, and/or to accumulate building blocks. Although it is very important to preserve or minimize destruction of genetic material, there is no known implicit direction to favor.
The regions of a tree structure's space by a distribution of tree shapes has been investigated [10] . It is shown that tree structure can have a substantial impact on determining problem difficulty in standard GP, and most solutions in standard GP are found in a specific region of the space of tree structures [10] .
We suggest new recombination operators using the above idea of tree structure space. The proposed GP operators are to place the generated offspring of crossover and/or mutation in a specified region of tree structure space insofar as possible, based on the observation that most solutions are found in that region. To enable that, the proposed operators are designed to utilize information about the region to which the parents belong and node/ depth statistics of the subtree selected for modification.
Structural Difficulty in GP
It was shown that structure alone can pose great difficulty for a standard GP search [10] [11] [12] . In particular, they classified four regions of the search space of tree structures, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The regions of tree structures are summarized as follows, classified according to number of nodes and tree depth. There exist at least four distinct regions for depths 0-26. Region I contains most solutions in standard GP. Far fewer individuals than in Region I appear in Regions II (IIa and IIb). Only partial mixing of size / shape subtrees occurs from [10] here, with mixing becoming non-existent towards the boundaries furthest away from Region I. Region III (IIIa and IIIb) is a place where even fewer individuals typically appear. Regions IVa and IVb are regions that are structurally precluded from binary trees.
Tree-structure Based Aware Operators
The main idea of the proposed tree-structure-based aware GP operator is to place generated offspring(s) resulting from crossover and/or mutation into region I as much as possible, using the observation of tree structure as guidance in specifying the shape of genetic material to be introduced [10, 11] . Because most solutions of test problems found by standard GP search occur in region I, it is natural to say that it is easy for GP to find solutions to problems which exist in region I. Furthermore, biasing the operators to put generated offspring into region I seems to be plausible strategy to improve search capability in standard tree-based GP.
First, from the parent's region information to which a parent belongs, we can determine whether the offspring should move in some particular direction in shape space or stay in the current region, based on the idea that most solutions are found in region I. Second, the node/depth ratio of the chosen subtree is used to generate an offspring as close as desired to a specified structure by identifying a structurally appropriate subtree of parent2 for subtree swapping.
The tree-structure-based aware crossover algorithm is described in Fig. 2 . Two parents are selected by roulette wheel selection and the region of each parent is examined. A subtree of parent1 is chosen at random, and a subtree of parent2 is chosen for substitution according to the node/depth ratio of the subtree of parent1 and the regions of each parent.
For example, if the region of parent1 is lower than the region of parent2, a subtree of parent2 is chosen among possible candidates which have a smaller node/depth ratio than that of the subtree of parent1. This operation generates a child which has high probability of being in region I. In the other case, a subtree of parent2 is chosen among candidates which have larger node/depth ratios than that of the subtree of parent1. Unlike standard crossover, offspring are obtained from crossover of two parents, because it is difficult to control the shape of both offspring by the subtree swapping operation in the proposed crossover. Therefore, offspring from the proposed crossover is generated one at a time.
The proposed mutation operator has a similar concept as of crossover. The major feature of the tree-structure-based aware mutation is to control the replaced subtree by generation methods (grow, full, or half & half) considering the current shape of the parent tree.
Experiments & Results

Experimental setup
The tree-structure-based aware GP operators have been applied to three standard benchmark problems -binomial-3 regression, multiplexor and even parity problem -and compared with standard GP operators and their combinations. In all experiments, 20 runs were executed and the number of evaluations and hit ratio or success rate Fig. 2 . Tree-structure-aware crossover Fig. 3 . Tree-structure-aware mutation of solutions found are recorded for standard crossover & mutation and the proposed crossover & mutation. We used lil-GP [13] for the standard GP runs, and modified it heavily to implement the new crossover and mutation operators. The GP parameters were as shown below.
•
Binomial-3 regression
The binomial-3 [11] is a symbolic regression problem which is used for many applications. The problem involves seeking a function expressible as:
The binomial-3 problem was defined as fitness cases for 50 equidistant points generated from Eq. (1), over the interval [-1,0). The raw fitness is the sum of the absolute errors. The ephemeral random constants (ERCs) are uniformly distributed over a specified interval of the form [-α, α], where α is a real number that defines the range for ERCs. Four values for α were used-namely: {0, 1, 3, 10}.
The experimental results for the binomial-3 problem are summarized in Table 1 . The proposed methods produced better results than standard crossover & mutation, in terms of number of evaluations, and success rate. Because the binomial-3 problem is easier than the other two problems, it shows only slight differences in the success rate comparison. However, big improvements are shown for the number of evaluations, which is one of the most important indexes. The proposed crossover & mutation method reduces evaluations required approximately 70% compared to standard GP, except for the very easy case of no ERCs.
To investigate the distribution of offspring in tree structure space produced by the proposed crossover & mutation, data from a typical run for ERC[-100,100] are plotted in Fig. 3 . During the initial random generation, most of the 500 individuals are placed within the left-hand portion of region I, and a few trees are located at the boundary with region IIb and on the border line in the lower left corner. As the generations are increased, the generated trees are moved to right and distributed evenly.
From the results, we can confirm that most of proposed operations was executed according to the intention of treestructure-based aware operation. One of the most interesting phenomena is the distribution of individuals shows much high diversity than the result of standard GP's in Fig. 4 .
Multiplexor
The objective of the multiplexor problem [1] is to find a boolean function which performs multiplexing using an nbit address. The experimental results for 6-and 11-bit multiplexor problems are summarized in Table 2 .
For the 6-multiplexor, the proposed method is superior to standard GP for success rate and evaluations. Notably, the evaluations needed using the proposed crossover & mutation operators are only 17% of standard GP's. For the 11-multiplexor, the success rate of the proposed crossover & mutation is outstanding, at 60%; the other is 0%.
The distribution of trees in tree structure space using the proposed crossover & mutation for a typical run on the 6-multiplexor is very similar in the case of binomial-3 problem (not in shown in the paper because of space limitation).
Even-parity
The third experiment was on the even-n-parity problem [4] . It has been recognized as difficult for genetic programming to induce if no bias favorable to their induction is introduced in the function set, the input representation, or in any other part of the algorithm [14] . Table 3 summarizes the experimental results for 3-, 4-and 5-even parity problems. For the even-3 parity problem, the results of the proposed method is better than those of standard GP in terms of number of evaluations. The success rates of the proposed method is better than standard GP's for the even-4 parity problem. Moreover, the number of evaluations of the proposed crossover & mutation is only 12% of standard GP's.
For the even-5 parity problem, the success rate of the proposed crossover & mutation (75%) is quite superior to standard GP's (never found). The distribution graph of tree structures for a typical run on the even-3 parity problem displays similar results to those seen for the binomial-3 regression and multiplexor problems
Investigation of the depth distribution of individuals
Fig . 5 shows the depth distributions of parents that participated in GP crossover and mutation in the regression problem with ERC[-100,100]. The distribution using the newly proposed operators is more balanced than the results with standard operators. With standard operators, the parents' tree sizes of 16 and 17 are a larger proportion than with the proposed operators. The case of the 6-multiplexor problem is similar to that of the regression problem, as shown in Fig. 6 .
The distribution of participating parents in the proposed GP operation is very widely spread in the 5-parity problem, as shown in Fig. 7 . That seems to be closely related to the 
Conclusion
We have suggested new recombination operators based on tree distributions in structure space and structural difficulties. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, experiments on the binomial-3 regression, multiplexor and even parity problem were performed. The experimental results showed that the results using the proposed tree-structure based aware operators were superior to the results of standard GP for all three test problems in both success rate and number of evaluations.
Further study will aim at analysis, extension and refinement of the tree-structure based aware GP operators to validate their effectiveness more theoretically and to apply them to more complex and practical real-world problems. Michigan State University, July, 1995 
